
Miles Singer escaped the pull
of his family to forge his own
destiny, but their need for his
powers draws him back into a
world he despises.

Read with Pride:
 

Adult Sci-Fi & Fantasy

The Jasmine Throne
by Tasha Suri

A priestess and a princess find
themselves entangled by
destiny and the politics of
empire. 

The Long Way to a Small,
Angry Planet
by Becky Chambers

A warm, cozy story about
found families in space. 

We Are Satellites
by Sarah Pinsker

Sophie takes on the evil
company whose invasive
technology has come between
her and her family. 

A Memory Called Empire
by Arkady Martine

Mahit Dzmare becomes
embroiled in the politics of a
powerful, seductive empire. 

Docile
by K.M. Szpara

A dark, disturbing speculative
fiction novel about debt
slavery, drugs, and consent
under capitalism.

Gideon the Ninth
by Tamsyn Muir

A darkly hilarious epic with
sword swinging lesbian
necromancers in space.

Witchmark
by C.L. Polk



Persephone Station
by Stina Leicht

A community of android
refugees fights for their
freedom from the corporation
that owns them. 

Spy and bodyguard Ead
Duryan falls for her charge,
Queen Sabran, who faces
threats from both within her
own kingdom and from
outside it.

She Who Became the Sun
by Shelley Parker-Chan

Reimagines the rise of the first
emperor of the Ming dynasty
as a tale of magic, identity,
and seizing destiny. 

Sorrowland
by Rivers Solomon

Vern changes herself in
strange and magical ways to
protect her family from the
cult she fled. 

Winter’s Orbit
by Everina Maxwell

A space opera and slow-burn
romance set against the
machinations of empire. 

The Priory of the Orange Tree
by Samantha Shannon

The Seep
by Chana Porter

Left behind by her wife who
chose to be reborn as a baby
using alien Seeptech, Trina
embarks on an unexpected
quest and confronts her loss
along the way. 

Silver in the Wood
by Emily Tesh

The Wild Man of
Greenhollow Woods must
face the literal spirits of his
past after 400 years.

The Traitor Baru Cormorant
by Seth Dickinson

Baru Cormorant tries to use
her position in the empire to
help her conquered people,
but the price will be far
greater than she knew.

The Unbroken 
by C.L. Clark

Under the shadow of empire,
soldier Touraine and royal
princess Luca make a
dangerous alliance that calls
their loyalties into question.

The Watchmaker of
Filigree Street
by Natasha Pulley

An uncanny love story
combining fantasy and actual
historical events. 

A Master of Djinn
by P. Djèlí Clark

Agent Fatma is called upon by
the Ministry of Alchemy,
Enchantments and
Supernatural Entities to
investigate the mysterious
return of the most powerful
man in history. 

Unconquerable Sun
by Kate Elliott

Princess Sun is ready to
emerge from her mother the
queen-ruler's shadow to prove
herself as heir to the throne.


